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Revelator Dynamic Sales Training Kit

Professional dynamic USB mic for streaming, 
podcasting, gaming, and more

Revelator Dynamic



A streamer’s dream.
The Revelator Dynamic USB microphone takes the clarity and warmth of 

our fan-favorite PD-70 microphone and adds easy-to-use, customizable 

presets to further polish your voice. Need to add backing tracks, Zoom calls, 

or gameplay audio? Revelator Dynamic has you covered with a built-in mixer, 

which makes it simple and fast to blend your voice with audio from other 

applications and send a professional quality mix to your stream or podcast.

Designed for your voice.
The custom-built microphone capsule in the Revelator Dynamic is built 

to capture your voice cleanly and clearly while eliminating handling 

noise and breathiness that can get between you and your audience. 

Thanks to superior off-axis rejection, you can set up your broadcast 

or recording studio in just about any space—and unwanted 

reverberance, electrical hum, and the random car driving by will be 

left behind, leaving only the pristine, natural sound of your voice.

Sound like a pro,  
right from the start.
Recording vocals by yourself can be challenging, that’s why 

we include eight professionally-crafted presets to make 

your voice sound polished right from the start. Like what 

you hear? Revelator Dynamic gives you the option to 

record your vocals fully processed, making for less 

work in post-production. And when you’re ready 

to create your own unique sound, open Universal 

Control and you’ll find all the studio tools you need 

to create a preset that’s just right for you. 

Easily mix in loopback audio 
from other applications.
Revelator Dynamic’s simple mixer makes it easy to add backing 

tracks to your livestream performance or to conference in 

a Zoom caller to your podcast. With two dedicated stereo 

channels just for loopback audio on both macOS and 

Windows, you can mix and record the audio from two different 

applications along with your voice–all at the same time.
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Built-in Headphone Monitoring.
Revelator Dynamic makes it easy to hear your performance loud and clear. 

The simple, onboard Monitor control lets you blend your voice with playback 

from your computer; creating a great monitor mix is fast and uncomplicated.

All the tools you need… included.
Revelator Dynamic includes a sturdy, extendable desktop mic stand for 

perfectly comfortable mic positioning. You also get Studio One Artist 

production and recording software that makes it easy to polish your 

recordings with its lightning-fast drag-and-drop workflow and fully-featured 

production environment. Whether you’re recording a complete album or 

just adding bumpers to your podcasts, Revelator Dynamic and Studio 

One Artist give you everything you need to get professional results.

Set up your streaming or podcasting studio 

anywhere and still get a great take! The Revelator 

Dynamic features the same custom microphone 

capsule used in the PreSonus PD-70 and provides 

superior off-axis rejection, so unwanted room noise 

and reverberation won’t be capturedw and your voice will come through with studio-

grade warmth and clarity. Eight professionally-crafted presets make your voice sound 

polished right from the start. You can even record your vocals fully processed, making 

for less work in post-production. And when you’re ready to create your own unique 

sound, you’ll find all the studio tools built-in to create a preset that’s just right for you.

Revelator Dynamic’s simple mixer makes it 

easy to add backing tracks to your livestream 

performance or to conference in a Zoom 

caller to your podcast. Two dedicated 

stereo channels for loopback audio means 

you mix and record the audio from two different applications along with your 

voice–all at the same time. No complex routing or extra hardware required.

Revelator Dynamic makes it easy to hear 

your performance loud and clear. The 

simple, onboard Monitor control lets you 

blend your voice with playback from your 

computer; creating a great monitor mix is 

fast and uncomplicated. The same mixer that makes it easy to add audio from 

other applications also lets you make a dedicated mix for your Zoom interviews, 

Discord chat, and more. A complete production kit, Revelator Dynamic also comes 

with PreSonus’ award-winning recording software, Studio One, plus you get the 

Studio Magic Software Suite, a robust collection of world-class sound libraries, 

instruments, effects, and tutorials for use with  nearly any recording software. 

Revelator Dynamic also includes the sturdy, extendable PTS-1 desktop 

mic stand for perfectly comfortable desktop mic positioning.

• USB-C®-compatible microphone for streaming, 
podcasting, home recording, and more

• Same custom-designed microphone capsule as the 
PreSonus PD-70 broadcast dynamic microphone

• Superior off-axis rejection removes unwanted room 
noise leaving only the warm, natural sound of your voice

• 8 easy-to-use presets make getting that “radio sound” 
a breeze… no audio engineering experience required

• Built-in headphone amplifier with zero-latency 
monitoring let you listen in real-time

• Two stereo loopback audio channels make 
it easy to add audio from Skype calls, 
gameplay, background music and more

• Easy monitoring built in

• Create multiple mixes: one for you, one for your Zoom 
caller or your Discord chat, and one for your stream

• Studio One Artist included

• Studio Magic Software Suite included

The Pitch: (ie, read on if you like making lots of sales.)

If you only have
30 SECONDS
to sell the customer,
tell them...

When you have
60 SECONDS,
continue by telling
them that...

When you have
90 SECONDS
OR MORE,
continue with...
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Who is the customer for 
the Revelator Dynamic?
The Revelator Dynamic microphone is the perfect solution for podcasting, 

gaming, streaming, and simple home studios for vocal production. It’s 

ideally suited for absolute beginners to intermediate content creators 

who want simplicity, versatility, and professional sound right out of the 

box—but don’t want to fuss about with a separate audio interface.

Does Revelator Dynamic 
require an audio interface? 
Nope. Technically, Revelator Dynamic is a microphone and an 

interface. You plug it straight into a computer via USB-C. 

How does the Revelator Dynamic 
compare to the PreSonus PD-70? 
The Revelator Dynamic and PD-70 share the same microphone 

capsule. The Revelator Dynamic adds DSP for onboard voice 

effects and mixing in loopback audio channels… all the same 

technology every Revelator-series product is known for.

What kind of voice effects 
processing do you get?
The processing inside Revelator as well as the custom presets on board 

were created using the exact same processing algorithms as our award-

winning StudioLive Series III mixers. Every Revelator-series product 

offers the full StudioLive Fat Channel with a high-pass filter, 4-band 

parametric EQ, Compressor, Gate, and Limiter. Each preset has been 

sculpted by professional audio engineers to deliver broadcast studio 

quality to the most novice customers. For more advanced users, the 

StudioLive processing is fully editable from Universal Control. And for 

those in between, each processor in the Fat Channel offers presets 

for users to mix and match a custom sound with minimal effort.

Additional voice effects include a doubler, de-tuner, vocoder, ring 

modulator, filters, and delay that can be inserted onto the audio signal 

to create crazy effects. Singers will appreciate a dedicated reverb 

bus to add just the right amount of ambience to their recordings.

How many presets do you get?
Revelator Dynamic stores 4 presets that can be accessed directly from the 

hardware. An additional 12 presets can be loaded from Universal Control. 

Presets can be edited and rearranged quickly and easily from Universal 

Control and then stored on four button positions on the Revelator Dynamic 

so users can always have their four go-to sounds at their fingertips.

Do the presets print on 
the recording?
By default, yes. But this preference can be changed in Universal 

Control so that processing is active for monitoring only.

Can the presets be 
bypassed completely?
Yes! If you want to record completely dry, simply press and hold the Preset 

button on the front of Revelator Dynamic to bypass the onboard processing.

What is the Revelator 
Dynamic’s polar pattern?
Revelator Dynamic is a cardioid, end-address microphone.

How does the user access the 
stereo loopback streams?
On Windows, Revelator Dynamic is set to multi-channel mode so it 

presents itself as three stereo devices: Revelator Dynamic, Revelator 

Dynamic Loopback 1, and Revelator Dynamic Loopback 2. The 

first input is hard-routed from the microphone. Revelator Dynamic 

Loopback 1 and 2 are 2x2 stereo loopback streams that can be used 

to record or stream the output for up to two applications at once. 

On macOS, the user can choose between Single and Multi modes from 

Universal Control. By default, Single is enabled and Revelator Dynamic 

shows up as a 6x6 audio interface. PreSonus recommends switching 

the Multi mode for the best experience when using loopback.

Is the Revelator Dynamic a 
mono or a stereo mic?
Revelator Dynamic’s mic signal is mono. While there are two input 

streams available to this source, both streams receive the same signal.

Does Revelator Dynamic feature 
any mixing capability?
Yes! From Universal Control, the user can create a mix between their 

mic and their loopback streams in addition to editing the processing for 

their mic channel. A dedicated reverb bus is also included, plus voice 

effects. Users can create four separate mixes: one for monitoring, two 

for Skype and Discord chats, and a dedicated mix just for their stream.

Can you add processing to 
the loopback streams?
No. Voice effects processing is reserved exclusively for the mic signal.

Does Revelator Dynamic 
come with any software? 
A bunch! Like all PreSonus audio interfaces, Revelator Dynamic customers 

get Studio One Artist, which includes a Podcast template for creating 

your first episode—or your 500th and now features full VST/AU support. 

You also get the Studio Magic Suite, a bundle of over a thousand bucks 

worth of effects, instruments, and more, including Ableton Live Lite. 

Does Revelator Dynamic 
include a stand?
Yes! Revelator Dynamic includes the sturdy, extendable PTS-1 desktop 

mic stand for perfectly comfortable desktop mic positioning.
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